In the event of fire

Keep calm

Report the fire

Activate MANUAL CALL POINT
(Activates automatic fire command system)

(Urgent measures)

Secure the hazard area
Provide first aid
Fight the danger

In addition:
Call Control Room (Leitwarte) at 0941/943-3333

WHAT happened in detail?

WHO is calling?

Get to safety

Warn people in danger
Take helpless people with you
Close doors and windows
Follow designated rescue routes
Do not use elevators
Follow instructions
Proceed to assembly point

Await emergency services at the level of the subsurface road at the emergency meeting point

Attempt to extinguish fire

without putting yourself at risk

Use fire extinguisher
Use fire hose

In an emergency

Keep calm

Report the emergency

EMERGENCY SERVICES 112
(University phones: Dial prefix 09 or 01)

In addition:
Call Control Room (Leitwarte) at 0941/943-3333

WHERE did it happen and where is the nearest emergency meeting point (Rettungstreffpunkt)?

WHAT happened?

HOW MANY PEOPLE are injured?

WHAT KIND of injuries?

WAIT for questions!

Fire Safety Regulation pursuant to DIN 14 096

Poison-Emergency München (089) 19 240
Poison-Emergency Nürnberg (0911) 398 2451